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WE Did It!
We have been looking and fundraising for additional acreage
for almost 2 years now and finally WE DID IT! FCER purchased 2 acres of land with irrigation, and it's less than 1/2
mile from our main facility! This property is a dream come
true for our vision of creating a peaceful haven for horses
where they can eat, drink and just be horses. Through these
14 years of rescuing we have learned that not only do the
physical signs of mistreatment need to be addressed, but the
mental mistreatment as well. Now, finally, we can give these
horses the "time out" to heal their wounded spirits.

Shelter

Shelter

Pasture

Pasture

THANK YOU

to all our loyal supporters who believed in us and our efforts
to make this a reality!

A

Lifetime
See
Page 2
For
Details

More information on the Land Construction is located on
Page 3

The Impact of the Drought in the Southwest

Hay is one of the top 3 expenses here at FCER (the other two being veterinary care and training). This year our area is officially in an Exceptional
Drought according to NOAA and the USDA. To make matters worse,
there is very little hay to be found left over from last year. When a few
bales are found, the price is up 1/3 from last year already. Local hay producers are realistically looking at getting ONE, maybe two, cuttings of
hay. Normally we would get 3 and sometimes 4. The one bright spot is
that NOAA is forecasting above normal precipitation for July and August.
We certainly pray they are right! But even with
that, we won’t be anywhere near normal for the
year. We will be purchasing as much hay as we possibly can from the first cutting, and expanding our
search to other states. We will find hay! We may
have to go further and pay more, but we have no
other choice.
Map at left indicating drought level - darkest being the most severe
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The Chance For a Lifetime®, a New Collaborative Program to Help Abused Horses
At FCER we receive horses with all manner of physical ailments derived from
harsh abuse and neglect or dangerous environmental conditions. We are sometimes called upon to take horses that other rescues are unwilling or unable to
take. Veterinary care, proper nutrition, and proper hoof care go a long way to
bringing our horses back to good health and on the road to a new home. But we
have some horses who still need more - those who have been scarred by human
cruelty, poor handling techniques and bad trainers. Horses subjected to severe
abuse and neglect must not only overcome physical ailments, but also their
mental scars - the emotional wounds that are more difficult to address and treat.
What can we do for these horses with defensive walls built from fear?
Four Corners Equine Rescue and For the Heart of the Horse Sanctuary (HoHS) have teamed up to create a
collaborative program titled The Chance For a Lifetime (TCFAL). Designed for horses that have been
through the worst humans have to offer, The Chance For a Lifetime program gives these special needs
horses the space to heal, the time to develop trust, and the option to partner with humans again.
Rescued horses slated for the program will receive training by esteemed trainers, Erica Hess and Joost Lammers at the HoHS facility in Santa Fe, NM. Their skills are formed from many years of training, observing
and being mentored in the realms of ‘horsemanship’, liberty work, and dressage by some of the best the
world has to offer. Their goal is to form a relationship with each horse through compassion and patience, giving these fearful horses time to heal and to respond to their gentle ways. Thus the trainers reach past the defensive wall built by the horses and touch their hearts. The outcome is a trusting horse who can listen to
teaching and respond to the lessons. In this way a second chance is born for the horse - a new beginning allowing the horse to engage without fear and in so doing becoming confident. And that brings the horse closer
to the goal of being ready for a new home.
This program isn’t for every horse - it’s for the most traumatized. Currently FCER has 3
horses in training with Erica and Joost. Queenie is the first horse to enter The Chance For
a Lifetime and the horse that was the catalyst for developing this program. Once a wild
horse, she suffered greatly under the heavy hand of a trainer, becoming so reactive that
she didn’t resemble the horse we originally knew. And now - Queenie is ready for Adoption! We’re looking for just the right home for this very special mare.

Queenie & Erica

Paddy is the second horse to enter TCFAL. Paddy has been with FCER for 4 years now.
We’ve tried various techniques and trainers for Paddy, but none could get through to him.
His fear reigned supreme. But no more! Three months into his stay at
HoHS he is turning the corner, actually open to engaging with humans.
Emmy is the third horse in The Chance For a Lifetime program. Emmy
came from a kill pen at a sale barn. She was incredibly fearful and with a
new baby - a baby that was sick. In our efforts to treat the baby (who has now been
adopted) Emmy had to be restrained. That only reinforced her distrust of mankind. When
Emmy did go out on a trial adoption, it quickly became obvious this was not the right
Emmy & Erica
home. Now even more fearful, Emmy finally landed in the right place - The Chance For a
Lifetime. Entering her third month, Emmy is learning through kind and constant contact with trainers understand and know how to help her.
Paddy & Joost

“Taking in broken souls and mending them, getting them ready to face life unafraid. This program truly is
their chance FOR a lifetime.” Debbie Coburn
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The Work Begins

31 Road 3332 Aztec, NM

As you can see in the photo, the newly purchased
land is not developed. The nice thing about that is
it allows us the opportunity to build the facility to
best meet the needs of our horses. The ditches
are already flowing for this season, so it's too late
to put in a headgate to our new property. Therefore, our goals for this first year are to
get the property operational, even if we have to
wait until next year to plant the grass. We'll start
with the pipe fencing, utilities and shelters.
Help Needed To:

Phase 1 Projects
2 Shelters @ $2400 each

$4800

Domestic Water Meter

$3195

Cut & weld pipe
Dig Post Holes
Cement in Posts

Electric Pole & Meter
Installation
Tool & Equipment Shed

$1900
Donated
$3500

Install Water Yard Line

Pipe for fencing

Donated

Soil Prep

Haul Dirt for Pads

All Donations over $500 will be recognized in a Painted Listing that will be attached to the Tool & Equipment Shed. If you have another way you’d rather
be recognized, just let us know. We’re open to Suggestions!

Shelter

Shelter

Pasture

Pasture

If you or someone you know has skill sets in any of the above we would love
to hear from you. Please email terry@fourcornersequinerescue.org or call the
office at 505-334-7220
If you'd like to contribute to the building of this project we welcome that too!
Just fill our the form below and send in with your donation to: FCER 22 Road
3334 Aztec, NM 87410. Or you can call the office (505-334-7220) to put it on your credit card.
I CAN HELP!

Enclosed is my check for: $_________________

Please charge $_______ to my (circle one)

MasterCard

Visa

Amex

Phase 1 Land Project ___________________
Discover

_________________________________________________
Name on Card
______________________________________________________

Credit Card Number
_______________ ___________
Expiration Date

CV V

___________________
Zip Code

_________________________________________________
Cardholders Signature

Drought Relief Hay
Chance FOR A Lifetime Training

Thank
You

Where Needed
Name ______________________________________
Address ____________________________________
City _____________________ State _______ Zip ___
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Queenie - Ready for Adoption
Queenie is a lovely little mare with a sweet
face and a sweet demeanor. She is easy and sensitive to ride. She has a good feel
for what the rider wants and is willing to give that, provided the rider knows what
he/she wants and can clearly convey that. In her training so far she has been mainly
ridden in arena and round-pen at walk & trot, as well as on walkabouts. Unless spooked or provoked she has no great desire to run.
We ride her in a snaffle bit and she yields at the poll when asked gently. Queenie will make an intermediate rider a real nice trail horse.
She is 8 years old, 15 hands high. Queenie is currently in the Chance
For A Lifetime Program and being shown to prospective adopters by
Erica Hess and Joost Lammers at For the Heart of the Horses Sanctuary in Santa Fe. To make an appointment to see Queenie please call
505-474-5480. Her Adoption Fee is $800 & Includes lessons for
Queenie and Adopter with Erica and Joost.
Volunteer Snapshots - thanks to the students of San Juan College Photo Class

The Rush Family visits
- from Florida!

STALL SAND PROJECT COMPLETE!

Recommended Readings Thank You! To all who donated to
make the stalls comfy for the horses!

The Soul of A Horse by Joe Camp
Dr. Getty’s Feed Your Horse Like a Horse

Movin’ On to New Homes
Left Sizzle
To
Lauri

Left -

Left &

Sampson

Right

To

Pomona &
Cooper to

Quinton

Dave
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Thanks to our Sponsors

SPRING = SCHOOL FIELD TRIPS
Left - Revere
and Cee Cee
come to the
fence to say
“HI”
Below - Dude
enjoys some
scratching

4 locations to serve you!
In Farmington
4200 E Main
101 Gooding Lane
6330 E 20th St
Aztec
1523 W Aztec Blvd

Thanks!
Farmington Big R
for displaying our donation jars!

Upcoming Events
JUNE
9th

Project Day

16th

Barn Tours &
Orientation

The end of the school year often includes field trips. Students from Tse Bit Ai
Middle School in Shiprock,
NM took a tour at FCER.
The students were
thrilled to interact with
the horses!

Comin’ on in!

JULY
7th

Project Day - pull weeds

14th

Project Day - Sand Stalls

21

Barn Tours & Orientation
Barn Tours are 1 to 4
Orientation is at 2
Call for info 505-334-7220

New Arrivals Upper left - Cee Cee

Middle - Sizzle

Upper Right - Queenie Lower left - Emmy

Four Corners Equine Rescue
22 Road 3334
Aztec, NM 87410
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FCER Mission Statement
Four Corners Equine Rescue is an all volunteer non-profit organization dedicated to the rescue of horses from perilous situations,
their rehabilitation, and their adoption into good, loving homes. We will assist wherever, whenever we can to help a horse that
needs rescuing. We believe that horses hold a special place in God’s world, and that helping them is a noble effort. We further
dedicate ourselves to educating people on the care, medical needs, and other aspects of good horse ownership, thereby improving
the lives of the horses and their owners.

FCER is a nonprofit 501(c)3 charitable organization and all donations are tax-deductible.

Call 505-334-7220 or e-mail: fcernm@gmail.com
We’re also on the web at: www.fourcornersequinerescue.org
How Much Water Does a Horse Drink in Hot
Weather?

ABOVE - Emmy (grey) and
friend Bambi enjoy a cool dip
for relief from the summertime heat

The average horse will drink 5 to 10 gallons of fresh
water per day. A horse deprived of feed, but supplied drinking water, is capable of surviving 20 to 25
days. However, if a horse has no water they will dehydrate rapidly, and after three to four days the
horse’s organs will begin to shut down, resulting in
irreversible organ and tissue damage. Horses exercised at high temperatures (91-95°F) and high humidity (80-85%) increase their water intake 79% for
four hours.

Time
for some
Summer Fun

